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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are being widely utilized for various missions: in both
civilian and military sectors. Many of these missions demand UAVs to acquire artificial intelligence
about the environments they are navigating in. This perception can be realized by training a
computing machine to classify objects in the environment. One of the well known machine training
approaches is supervised deep learning, which enables a machine to classify objects. However,
supervised deep learning comes with huge sacrifice in terms of time and computational resources.
Collecting big input data, pre-training processes, such as labeling training data, and the need for a
high performance computer for training are some of the challenges that supervised deep learning
poses. To address these setbacks, this study proposes mission specific input data augmentation
techniques and the design of light-weight deep neural network architecture that is capable of real-
time object classification. Semi-direct visual odometry (SVO) data of augmented images are used to
train the network for object classification. Ten classes of 10,000 different images in each class were
used as input data where 80% were for training the network and the remaining 20% were used for
network validation. For the optimization of the designed deep neural network, a sequential gradient
descent algorithm was implemented. This algorithm has the advantage of handling redundancy in
the data more efficiently than other algorithms.

Keywords: object classification; deep learning; convolutional neural network; network architecture

1. Introduction

The emergence of artificial intelligence and computer vision technologies bring forth
a wide range of applications. As a result, various unmanned systems are being deployed
in both civilian and military domains. Equipped with these technologies, self-driving
cars [1–4] and autonomously navigating UAVs [5–9] are being integrated into our daily
life. All of these and other important applications of integrated artificial intelligence and
computer vision technologies rely, in one way or another, on training neural networks,
which is crucial for the classification of objects in images taken by visual sensors.

Moreover, the ability of a computing machine to autonomously detect and classify
objects leveraged the autonomous navigation of unmanned aerial vehicles in cluttered
environments. This capability further incites a wide range of applications of UAVs. UAV
missions, such as door-to-door package delivery, search and rescue of victims in a collapsed
building, indoor first aid, and target tracking in urban environments, demand that the UAV
has environmental perception. To this end, training a companion computer onboard the
UAV is mandatory. Training computing machines to perceive the surrounding environment
is a state-of-the-art technology, generally known by the name “machine learning”: a sub-
discipline of artificial intelligence. For the process of machine learning, a network of
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mathematical abstracts (neurons) are layered in structured way. The depth of the network
is determined by its number of layers and training this deep network to hierarchically
extract desired features in input data is referred to as “deep learning”. Various definitions
of deep learning were reviewed by Zhang et al. [10]. A comprehensive review of deep
learning and its variants was presented by Yann et al. [11] and Jurgen Schmidhuber [12].
A survey of the wide range of applications of deep learning as well as its challenges and
future directions was reported by Laith et al. [13]

There are various deep learning approaches where supervised deep learning is one
of the well known and widely used approaches. In this type of neural network learning
approach, the dataset is labeled manually for training the network. The three commonly
known neural networks to which supervised deep learning is applied are the convolutional
neural network (CNN), artificial neural network (ANN), and recurrent neural network
(RNN). Ever since its conception, supervised deep learning is being implemented in various
areas such as the autonomous navigation of both ground [14] and aerial vehicles [15],
speech and pattern recognition [16], and medical image analysis [17].

The commonly utilized network that is often implemented in deep learning for object
detection and classification is CNN [18–22]. This CNN is proved to outperform other
networks on various tasks [23]. There are many variants of CNN and their differences
are dictated by the network parameters, such as number of layers, number of intra-layer
neurons and the types of inter-layer connections in the architecture. These parameters
greatly affect the efficiency of the performance of a given CNN. An extensive survey of the
recent architectures of deep CNN was reported by Asiffullah et al. [24].

Neha et al. [25] analyzed three variants of CNN—AlexNet, GoogleNet and ResNet50—
and reported that the number of layers in a network architecture affects the performance
of CNN. Karen et al. [26] found that the increase in the number of layers of CNN en-
hances the performance accuracy of the network. Christian et al. [27] also proposed that
increasing the depth of the network remarkably improves the performance of the network.
In their study on training deep convolutional neural networks using huge image data,
Alex et al. [28] concluded that a very large network, such as ImageNet LSVRC-2010, is
essential to achieving good results.

Indefinite increment in network depth, however, incurs a tiresome training process,
requires high storage and computing capacities, and includes the difficulties of network
architectural design that lead to performance degradation. Tiresome pre-training processes,
such as input data labeling and the need for high performance computers, are common
setbacks for deep network implementation. A companion computer on-board a UAV has
to have enough memory to store huge amounts of activations and weights of the deep
network and needs to conduct resource intensive image processing in real-time for safe
navigation.

Challenges related to large network training were presented and explained by
Michael [29]. Soumya et al. [30] also discussed the challenges of training CNNs. Many
researchers suggested remedies to the challenges. Hugo et al. [31] suggested a deep neu-
ral network training procedure that leverages the performance of the network. Kaiming
et al. [32] proposed a learning framework, named residual learning, that resolves the diffi-
culty of training large networks and performance degradation. Stephan et al. [33] proposed
a stability training approach that enhances network tolerance to small perturbations in
input image data.

In addition to training difficulty, the work of selecting and designing a particular
deep CNN architecture is not simple. This is because the optimization algorithms have to
be gauged from the point of view of specific deep learning problems. There is, however,
a most appropriate optimization for a particular problem which is the result of the “no
free lunch theorem” of mathematical optimization reported by Tamás et al. [34]. Ivana
et al. [35] took the aforementioned network parameters and parameters such as number
of filters per layer and filter size in order to perform parameter optimization and obtain
a network architecture with the best performance. Gao et al. [36] introduced DenseNets,
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where each layer is connected to every other layer. They reported that this network reduces
some of the problems that come with increasing the depth of CNN architecture.

The remainder of this work is organized into sections. Section 2 describes the objective
of this research and the methodologies followed. Problem specific input data augmentation
techniques are listed and augmentation strategies are explained in Section 3. The designed
network architecture and its training procedure are presented in Section 4. Results and
discussions are presented in Section 5 and finally the conclusion is drawn in Section 6.

2. Problem Statement and Methodology

The objective of this research is to enable a quadcopter UAV engaged in search and
rescue operations to acquire the capability of classifying objects in a wreckage of collapsed
building. For this to be realized, a companion computer onboard the quadcopter has to be
well trained with plausible indoor objects. For the first phase of this work, we randomly
picked plausible indoor and surrounding objects, such as windows, doors, walls, columns,
pipes, poles, tables, fans, nets, and trees.

For training, we considered supervised deep learning of the convolutional neural
network approach. The architecture of this CNN is problem specific. Therefore, we
designed a custom CNN architecture specific to the aforementioned problem. Often,
network training requires big input data. There are no big data for the stated scenario. In
cases when the available input data are scarce, a common method to enhance the number
input data is to augment the available data through various methods. Connor et al. [37]
conducted an extensive survey on augmentation methods of input image data. In our case,
we used mission specific augmentation methods.

A mission specific augmented input data generation approach is pertinent to the
quadcopter UAV engaged in search and rescue operations, in a collapsed building. Under
such an operation, the quadcopter has to enter the collapsed building through any hole
available and avoid collision with obstacles as it searches for targets. The quadcopter will
possibly encounters environments with variable brightness as well as laid or inverted
objects. While the quadcopter is taking images of the scene, the images can be blurred due
to the vibration of the quadcopter. If images are taken during the rolling of the quadcopter,
objects in the images might appear rotated. If images are taken at a glance, objects in
the images appear sheared. These possibilities are taken into consideration during image
data augmentation. In designing the neural network model, data cleaning and code
development took most of the time and computing resources. Data training frameworks
and code development are carried out with Python libraries. Image preparation and
manipulation is performed with the Image Processing Toolbox™ from MathWorks®. Units’
dropout is randomly implemented in a ratio of 0.1 to 0.4 on the fully connected (dense)
layer of applied layers.

3. Data Preparation and Pre-Processing Methodology

A quadcopter UAV based mission for the search and rescue of a target in a collapsed
building was taken into consideration during augmentation of the input image data. We
used a stereo camera to collect the 3D image information in SVO format. Sample images
are presented in Figure 1. The image information is then converted to 2D stereo images for
training the supervised deep neural network.

Before the data were analyzed, they were organized into an appropriate form. The
raw image data were prepared in such a way that they retain complete information about
the environment they represent: the aspect of the environment that the data are describing.
Random sample image inputs of the actual experimental indoor environment are shown in
Figure 2. The integrity, completeness, validity, consistency and uniqueness of the dataset
are maintained as much as possible.

The whole preparation process contains tasks such as refining, integrating and trans-
forming input data. For our small dataset, we applied an image augmentation technique to
train the network.
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(a) Setup (b) puricare (fan)

(c) window (d) pole
Figure 1. Experimental setup and sample stereo images of objects used to train the network.

Figure 2. Sample random stereo images used to train our deep neural network.

This augmentation technique enhances the size of input data by zooming, shearing,
rotating, blurring, flipping and changing the color of already existing scarce input data.
The technique performs transformations to yield believable-looking images in the scene.
The network model makes use of this technique to perceive wider aspects of the input
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data. Deliberately introducing imperfections into our dataset was essential to making
our model more resilient to the harsh realities it will encounter in real world situations.
Degrading image quality by applying Gaussian blurring was one we applied to our
images for this purpose. Figure 3 shows a random sample of the blurred images used
for training.

Figure 3. Original (top) and blurred (bottom) sample images.

Many types of imperfections can make their way into an image: blur, poor contrast,
noise, joint photographic experts group (JPEG) compression, and more. Of these, blur-
ring is among the most detrimental to image classification. Blurring an image is taking
neighboring pixels and averaging them, in effect reducing detail and creating what can
be perceived as blur. When we implement different amounts of blur, we are determining
how many neighboring pixels to include. We measured this spread from a single pixel
as the standard deviation in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The larger the
standard deviation, the more blur an image receives. In this work, we filtered the image
with a Gaussian filter of 4 standard deviations. Image flipping is one of the commonly used
approaches in image augmentation techniques. Flipping images vertically or horizontally
does not alter the classes of objects in the images. Sample horizontally flipped (left and
right) images used in the model training are displayed in Figure 4a.

(a) left and right flipped
Figure 4. Cont.
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(b) top and bottom flipped
Figure 4. Left and right and top and bottom flipped images used for training.

Even though it is not as common as horizontal flipping, we flipped input images verti-
cally (up-side-down) and the sample is displaced in Figure 4b. Both of these horizontal and
vertical flipping techniques align with the scenario of objects under a collapsed building.

To make the network model invariant to the change in positions of objects in images,
input images were randomly cropped. Each input image was randomly cropped from 10%
to 100% of its original area, and the ratio of width to height of the region was randomly
selected between 0.5 and 2. Sample cropped images are shown in Figure 5a with the width
and height scaled to 180 pixels.

Varying the colors of input images is another image augmentation technique. We
varied the brightness, contrast, saturation and hue of input images. Brightness is randomly
varied between 50% to 150% of the original image and sample images are as shown in
Figure 5b. Similarly, the hues of the input images were randomly varied. Sample images
are displayed in Figure 6a.

(a) random cropped
Figure 5. Cont.
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(b) random brightness
Figure 5. Randomly cropped and brightened images used for training.

We also created random color jitter instances and randomly changed the brightness,
contrast, saturation and hue of the images as shown in Figure 6b. Finally, a multiple image
augmentation technique was applied. All the aforementioned techniques were overlaid
and applied to each input image used in the model training. Figure 6c shows the different
augmentation techniques on sample images.

(a) random hue

(b) random color jitters
Figure 6. Cont.
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(c) multiple augmentation
Figure 6. Images with random hue, color jitters and multiple augmentation used for training.

4. Network Architecture Design

There are two components in artificial neural network models. These are filters and
network architecture. The filter defines the weight parameters and the network architecture
defines parameters such as how many layers, how many neurons per layer, type of intra-
layer and inter-layer neurons connections in the network. Network architecture design is
problem specific. What is accurate for one problem may not perform well for the others.
Therefore, designing a problem specific deep neural network architecture is a common
practice with the intention of reducing computational burdens and enhancing the accuracy
or speed of the network for the objective it is designed for.

In this section, our designed deep neural network architecture for object classification
is presented. The designed architecture is based on CNN. As an objective, since we have
very few classes of objects to classify, it is better to have very few but an effective number
of layers in the network to make it light-weight for fast object classification to ensure the
real-timeness of the classification processes. In this light-weight CNN design, we followed
a common CNN architecture design trend [38], where the sequence of layers are with
few convolutional layers and activation functions followed by pooling layers as shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Data flow in the first two layers of a convolutional neural network (CNN).

Deep neural learning networks and deep learning are popular algorithms. Most of
the outcomes of these algorithms depend on their cautious architectural design and the
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choice of appropriate activation functions. Commonly deployed activation functions in
neural network design are shown in Figure 8.

(a) rectified linear unit (b) sigmoid (c) tanhyperbolic
Figure 8. Different activation functions.

In Figure 7, a susceptive area of a part with a specified weight vector (a filter) is
transformed bit by bit over a two-dimensional arrangement of process parameters, which
are constituent of an image. The resulting arrangement of following activation incidents
of this part then provide parameters to higher-level parts and so forth. The basic parts in
each convolutional block are a convolutional layer, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function, and a succeeding max-pooling operation.

Each layer has a particular goal. The layers may be replicated with inconsistent
variables as part of the convolutional network. The types of layers we deployed in our
artificial neural network design are listed as follows:

• image input layer
• convolution 2D layer
• batch normalization layer
• relu layer
• max pooling 2D layer
• fully connected layer
• softmax layer
• classification layer

There can be various layers of each kind of layer. Some convolutional nets have hun-
dreds of layers. Convolution is the process of highlighting expected features in an image.
This layer applies sliding convolutional filters to an image to extract features. A batch
normalization layer normalizes each input channel across a mini-batch. It automatically
divides up the input channel into batches. This reduces the sensitivity to the initialization.
Relu layer is a layer that uses the rectified linear unit activation function.

Maxpooling 2D Layer creates a layer that breaks the 2D input into rectangular pooling
regions and outputs the maximum value of each region. The input pool size specifies the
width and height of a pooling region. Pool size can have one element (for square regions)
or two for rectangular regions. The fully connected layer connects all of the inputs to the
outputs with weights and biases. Softmax finds a maximum of a set of values using the
logistic function. A classification layer computes the cross-entropy loss for multi-class
classification problems with mutually exclusive classes.

The layers of the network are summarized in the Table 1. The neural network design
contains of three convolutional structures each of which has a layer that calculates the
maximum value. There is a fully connected layer with 256 units. The neural network
model uses a rectified linear unit (relu) activation function. The image-quantity is a
variable quantity of configuration (32, 180, 180, 3). That is a quantity of 32 images of the
configuration of 180× 180× 3, where the last feature represents the colors red, blue and
green channels.
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Table 1. Some layers of the neural network used for object classification training.

Layer (Type) Output Shape Parameter

Rescaling (None, 180, 180, 3) 0
conv1 (Conv2D) (None, 180, 180, 32) 896

max-pooling1 (MaxPooling2D) (None, 90, 90, 32) 0
conv2 (Conv2D) (None, 90, 90, 64) 18,496

max-pooling2 (MaxPooling2D) (None, 45, 45, 64) 0
conv3 (Conv2D) (None, 45, 45, 128) 73,856

max-pooling3 (MaxPooling2D) (None, 22, 22, 128) 0
Flatten (None, 61,952) 0

dense (Dense) (None, 256) 15,859,968
dense-1 (Dense) (None, 5) 1285

4.1. Training the Neural Network

The task of training a deep neural network is the biggest setback of all the processes
therein. This setback worsens as the depth of the network increases. Xavier et al. [39]
discussed the difficulty of training deep neural networks and suggested the work around
procedures to be taken during training. In this section, different methods are explored to
optimize the network output. The general network training flowchart is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Flowchart of neural network training, analysis and application process.

Network training is all about determining the optimal values of network parameters
for which the network performs best. Neural networks are a common category of paramet-
ric nonlinear functions of the form that transforms a vector u of input variables to a vector
v of output variables. A simple way to obtain network parameters is to make the similarity
of curve fitting, and thus minimize the sum of squares error function. Given a training set
containing a set of input vectors un, where n = 1, . . . , N, together with a corresponding set
of target vectors >n, we calculate the minimum of the error function.
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ξ(Ω) =
1
2

N

∑
n=1
‖v(un, Ω)−>n‖2. (1)

Considering a single target variable k that can take any real value and that k has a
Gaussian distribution with an x-dependent mean, which is given by the output of the
neural network, so that

p(k|u, Ω) = N(>|v(u, Ω), α−1), (2)

where α is the precision of Gaussian noise. For N independent data Ø = {u1, ..., uN}
with corresponding target values > = {>1, ...,>N}, we can build the consistent probabil-
ity function.

p(>|Ø, Ω, α) =
N

∏
n=1

p(>n|un, Ω, α). (3)

We can evaluate the error function by calculating the negative logarithm of the proba-
bility function.

α

2

N

∑
n=1
{v(un, Ω)−>n}2 − N

2
ln α +

N
2

ln(2π). (4)

Equation (4) is used to learn parameters Ω and α. In neural networks design literature,
it is customary to take into account the minimization of the error function more than the
maximization of the probability function. We are following the same approach here. First
we obtain Ω by maximizing the probability function (or minimizing the sum-of-squares
error function).

ξ(Ω) =
1
2

N

∑
n=1
{v(un, Ω)−>n}2, (5)

where operational constants are rejected. The value of Ω obtained by minimizing ξ(Ω)
represented by Ωmxl corresponds to the maximum probability solution. Having obtained
Ωmxl , α can be found by minimizing the negative logarithm of probability

1
αmxl

=
1
N

N

∑
n=1
{v(un, Ωmxl)−>n}2. (6)

The practically local maximum of the probability may be obtained that corresponds to
the local minimum of the error function. If there are multiple target variables, which are
assumed to be independent depending on u and Ω with common α, then the conditional
distribution of the target values is obtained by:

p(>|u, Ω) = N(>|v(u, Ω), α−1I). (7)

With the same argument as for a single target variable, we obtain the maximum
likelihood weights by minimizing the sum-of-squares error function. The noise precision is
given by

1
αmxl

=
1

NK

N

∑
n=1
‖v(un, Ωmxl)−>n‖2, (8)

where K is the number of target variables. There is a real matching of the error function
and the output unit activation function. In regression, the network can be viewed as
having an output activation function that is the unitary, so that vk = bk. The corresponding
sum-of-squares error function can be expressed as

∂ξ

∂b>
= vk −>k, (9)
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which is used for error backpropagation. In the case of binary classification, in which there
is a single target variable k so that k = 1 represents class CL1 and k = 0 denotes class CL2.
Assuming a network to have a single output whose activation function is a logistic sigmoid,

v = σ(b) =
1

1 + exp(−b)
. (10)

In this instance, 0 ≤ v(u, Ω) ≤ 1. v(u, Ω) is explained as the conditional probability
p(CL1|u) given by 1− v(u, Ω). The conditional distribution of targets given inputs is then
a Bernoulli distribution with the form

p(>|u, Ω) = v(u, Ω)>{1− v(u, Ω)}1−>. (11)

Considering a training set of unconventional results, then the error function, which is
given by the negative logarithm probability, is a measure of the performance the classifier or log
loss error function which is given by the form

ξ(Ω) = −
N

∑
n=1
{>n ln vn + (1−>n) ln(1− vn)}, (12)

where vn denotes v(u, Ω). Using the log loss error function in place of the sum-of-squares
for a classifier improves training and generalization. If there are K separate binary classifi-
cations to be done, we can use a network that has K outputs, each of which has a logistic
sigmoid activation function. Associated with each output is a binary class label kt ∈ {0, 1},
where t = 1, . . . ,>. Assuming that the class labels are individualistic, given the input
vectors, the conditional distribution of the target is

p(>|u, Ω) =
K

∏
k=1

(u, Ω)>k [1− v>(u, Ω)]1−>k . (13)

Evaluating the negative logarithm of the corresponding probability function then
gives the following error function

ξ(Ω) = −
N

∑
n=1

K

∑
k=1
{kn> ln vn> + (1− kn>) ln(1− vn>)}, (14)

where vn> represents v>(un, Ω). Considering the standard multi-class classification prob-
lem in which each input is assigned to one of the >mutually exclusive classes. The binary
target variables k> ∈ {0, 1} have a 1-of-> coding strategy showing the class, and the
network outputs are explained as v>(u, Ω) = p(k> = 1|u), which results in the following
error function

ξ(Ω) = −
N

∑
n=1

K

∑
>=1

k>n ln v>(un, Ω). (15)

The return unitary activation function, which correlates with the canonical link, is
then represented by the softmax function

v>(u, Ω) =
exp(bt(u, Ω))

∑j exp(bj(u, Ω))
, (16)

which fulfills 0 ≤ v> ≤ 1 and ∑> v> = 1. In general, there is a simple option of both
output part activation function and complement error function, in accordance with the
type of solution being sought. In the case of regression, linear outputs and a sum-of-
squares error are used. For multiple unconstrained duplicate classifications we use logistic
sigmoid outputs with a log-loss error function. In the case of multi-class classification we
implement softmax outputs with the comparable multi-class log-loss error function. For
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a classifier problem concerning two classes, a single logistic sigmoid output can be used,
or optionally network with two outputs having a softmax output activation function can
be implemented.

Parameter Optimization

We will find a weight vector Ω that decreases the selected function ξ(Ω). If we make
a small pace in weight span from Ω to Ω + δΩ, then the pace in the error function is
δξ ' δΩT∇ξ(Ω), where the vector ∇ξ(Ω) shows in the direction of the largest rate of
the pace of the error function. Because the error is an even, continuous function of Ω, its
least value will happen at a point in weight span such that the slope of the error function
disappears, therefore

∇ξ(Ω) = 0, (17)

or else we could make a small pace in the direction of−∇ξ(Ω) and thereby further decrease
the error. Points at which the slope disappears are known as static points, and may be
categorized into minimum, maximum, and saddle points. Our aim is to find a vector
Ω such that ξ(Ω) takes its least value. Nevertheless, the error function always has an
extremely nonlinear dependence on the weights and bias parameters. So there will be
many points in weight span where the slope disappears (or is numerically very small). For
any point Ω that is a local minimum, there will be other points in the weight span that are
similar minima.

Additionally, there will always be many different static points and in particular multi-
ple different minima. A minimum that corresponds to the least value of the error function
for any weight vector is called a global minimum. Any other minima corresponding to
larger values of the error function are called local minima. For a better application of
neural networks, it may not be important to find the global minimum but it may be good
to compare many local minima to find an acceptably good result. because there is no
expectation of obtaining an analytical result to the equation ∇ξ(Ω) = 0, we seek iterative
numerical methods. Most numerical methods include selecting some initial value Ω0 for
the weight vector and then operating through the weight span in sequence of pace of the
following form,

Ω(λ+1) = Ω(λ) + ∆Ω(λ), (18)

where λ labels the iteration step. Separate algorithms use many alternatives for the weight
vector improvement ∆Ω(λ). There are methods that make use of slope detail and hence
need, after each improvement, the value of∇ξ(Ω) to be calculated at the new weight vector
Ω(λ+1). It is viable to calculate the slope of an error function effectively by means of the
backpropagation procedure. The use of this gradient detail can lead to better improvements
in the speed with which the minima of the error function can be detected.

The simplest way to use gradient detail is to choose the weight update in Equation
(18) to include a small pace in the direction of the negative slope so that

Ω(λ+1) = Ω(λ) − µ∇ξ(Ω(λ)), (19)

where the specification µ > 0 is called the learning rate. Following each such improvement,
the slope is re-calculated for the new weight vector and the computation is repeated. The
error function is explained regarding a training set, and so each pace needs all the training
sets to be computed in order to estimate ∇ξ. Methods that use the whole dataset at once
are named batch methods. At each pace, the weight vector is moved in the direction of the
largest rate of decrease of the error function and so this approach is called the gradient
descent or steepest descent. Even though this approach might look sensible, in fact it turns
out to be a poor method. For batch optimization, there are more effective methods, such
as conjugate gradients and quasi-Newton methods, which are stronger and faster than
the simple gradient descent. Far from gradient descent, these algorithms have the effects
that the error function always diminishes at each iteration except for the weight vector has
reached a local or global minimum.
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To find an acceptably good minimum, it may be mandatory to run a gradient-based
algorithm many times, each time using a different randomly selected starting point, and
comparing the resulting performance on an independent validation set. However, there
is an on-line sort of gradient descent that has shown convenience in practice for training
neural networks. Error functions based on maximum probability for a set of independent
observations include a sum of terms, one for every data point,

ξ(Ω) =
N

∑
n=1

ξn(Ω). (20)

On-line gradient descent, also known as sequential gradient descent or stochastic gradient
descent, makes an update to the weight vector based on one data point at a time so that

Ω(λ+1) = Ω(λ) − µ∇ξn(Ω
(λ)). (21)

In this way, the update is redone by repeating through the data either in succession
or by random selection of points and replacing. The power of on-line methods handle
superfluity in the data much more effectively in contrast to the batch methods.

One of the challenges with training networks with a limited number of input data is
over fitting which greatly degrades the performance of the network. A recommended way
of reducing this overfitting is through randomly dropping a certain number of neurons
from layers [40]. We implemented this regularization method and were able to achieve an
improvement in the performance of our network.

5. Results and Discussion

The datasets used for this study are problem specific and a neural network is designed
for this specific purpose that does not rely on the use of other pre-trained networks and
transfer learning. So network training was done from scratch. Network training was
performed on NVIDIA® AGX Xavier Developer Kit for 50 epochs. The accuracies for
mini-batch, validation and the corresponding losses are summarized in Table 2 for some
selected epochs.

Using sequential gradient descent (SGD) with momentum (0.9) and a piece wise
adjustment to the learning rate schedule, training was run on a 512-core Volta GPU with
Tensor Cores. For GPUs with less memory, it may be necessary to reduce the batch size.
The choice of SGD optimization has advantages for small datasets. Based on the SGD
optimization scheme, ten classes of indoor objects were used for training the model. The
validation precision of the architecture to predict an object which was not contained in
training data was 76.5%. Furthermore, the performance of the network was improved by
fine tuning the weights (parameters) and learning rate. More importantly, the performance
of the network improved by about 10.5% using data augmentation and dropout techniques.

As we observe from our experimental results, training and validation precision are
separated by a large boundary in the case where data augmentation was not implemented.
The model in this case attained only around 68.5% precision on the validation dataset.
Shown in Figure 10, the training precision improves linearly over time, but the valida-
tion precision stalls around 68.5% in the learning process. Moreover, the difference in
precision between training and validation losses is clearly observed which is an indication
of overfitting.
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Table 2. Network training on 512-core Volta GPU result summary.

Epoch Mini-Batch Accuracy Vald. Accuracy Mini-Batch Loss Vald. Loss

1 37.54% 57.22% 1.48 1.10
4 68.53% 67.03% 0.82 0.94
8 74.08% 70.44% 0.68 0.74

12 79.09% 72.62% 0.55 0.68
16 82.30% 75.20% 0.50 0.69
20 83.55% 73.98% 0.41 0.75
24 88.20% 74.52% 0.40 0.77
27 88.09% 74.39% 0.32 0.84
31 91.62% 74.39% 0.26 0.78
35 92.04% 76.84% 0.23 0.83
39 93.08% 76.29% 0.18 1.06
43 94.56% 72.62% 0.16 1.14
47 93.89% 76.98% 0.18 0.90
50 94.48% 76.16% 0.15 1.09

Figure 10. Model performance without data augmentation.

When there is a small number of training datasets, the model sometimes learns from
unwanted details from the training dataset that negatively impact the performance of the
model on new datasets. This means that the model will not be able to generalize on a new
dataset. To reduce the problem of overfitting, we implemented image augmentation and
dropout techniques. Image augmentation produces more training images from our existing
image by augmenting them using random transformations that yield believable-looking
images. This helps expose the model to more aspects of the image and generalize better.
Image augmentation as depicted in Figure 11 improved the model performance to well
above 74.5%. At the same time, the loss during model training is much reduced, indicating
a better model performance.

In the dropout scheme, we randomly decreased the number of output units in the
dense layer in a range of 10% to 40%. Despite the fact that there was not much noticeable
improvement as a result of dropout in training and validation accuracy, there was a
progressive improvement of the validation and loss functions as shown in Figure 12a–d.
Increasing the number of dropouts from the output units again is not a guarantee for better
model performance as it may degrade model performance. In this study, the best model
performance is achieved for both validation precision and validation loss at 30% dropout
of the output units.

The performance of the trained model network is evaluated using validation datasets.
Validation data are not used to train the network. Our experimental results reveal that the
model classified the data in the training dataset with a success rate of 94.5% and validated
results with a success rate of 76.5%. As shown in Figure 12, the training loss reveals how
well the model is fitting the training data, while the validation loss reveals how well the
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model fits new data. Very successful rates on both training and validation loss are achieved
at a 30% dropout, which are well below 0.3 and 0.8, respectively.

Figure 11. Model performance with data augmentation.

(a) 10% dropout

(b) 20% dropout

(c) 30% dropout

Figure 12. Cont.
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(d) 40% dropout
Figure 12. Improvement in validation accuracy and loss function of the model architecture.

To study the precision over various label groups, the confusion matrix (error matrix)
is plotted, which is shown in Figure 13. The label imbalance noted in the training set
is an issue in the classification accuracy. The confusion chart (matrix) illustrates higher
precision and recall for walls and confuses most tables with doors. Even if there are very
few miss-predicted objects, the overall performance of the model to predict an object that
was not contained in the training or validation sets is successful. Since the purpose of
this study is to demonstrate a basic classification network training approach with raw
data, possible next steps that could be taken to improve classification performance, such
as re-sampling the training set or achieving better label balance or using a loss function
more robustly to label imbalance (e.g., weighted cross-entropy,) will be explored in future
studies.

Figure 13. Confusion chart illustrating precision for each class.
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6. Conclusions

A wide diversity of design and optimization techniques are used to design neural
networks and to analyze their performance. The goal of these novel approaches is not to
restrain the expertise architect but is rather to provide hands-on ways and mechanisms
that can help obtain less complex, more robust and high-performance designs. In this
study, we designed and presented a supervised deep neural network architecture for
accurate real-time classification of objects in cluttered indoor environments. We have
performed an in-depth analysis of augmentation in image classification for the case where
there is not a large dataset. Our experimental results revealed that model performance is
enhanced by enforcing different augmentation techniques provided that the level of noise
remains reasonable.

To overcome data constraints in the development of the model that require large
datasets, we implemented a data augmentation technique for each class of objects. More-
over, we implemented a dropout technique to further improve the performance of the
model and reduce the validation loss. In this case, the model achieved a success rate of
94.5% and 76.5% for the training and validation datasets, respectively. Experimental results
reveal that the model architecture performs very well in predicting new data that are not
included in either the training or validation datasets. In our future work, we will deploy
our model on different problems related to images and explore optimal ways to hasten the
computational time.
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